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Interactions of K -Mesons at Rest in Nuclear Emulsions

VI. The Single Nucléon Capture Mode

by W. Koch, Y. Eisenberg*), M. Nikoliè**), M. Schneeberger
and H. Winzeler

Physikalisches Institut der Universität Bern

(19. XI. 1959)

Abstract. From an analysis of the pion producing events in if_-captures at rest
in nuclear emulsion, the features of the single nucléon if--capture mode were
studied. Using the pion and 27-hyperon emission probabilities obtained in the
present experiment, and assuming charge independence, all the single nucléon (IN)
reaction rates could be determined. Comparing our data to other ^--absorption
experiments, the energy dependence of the \N matrix elements becomes evident.
It is estimated that 63 %± 5% of if--captures lead to alN reaction and the rest give
rise to multi-nucleon reactions. A study of electrons associated with the if--capture
stars indicates that a large fraction of the IN captures take place in the light
emulsion nuclei and that most of the multi-nucleon captures take place in the
heavy nuclei. It is also shown that the 27 (or n) charge exchange scattering is small,
in contrast to a large 27-interaction (27->-/l) cross section.

1. Introduction
In a previous paper (V) the results concerning the multinucleon (also

2AT) capture mode of if--mesons at rest in nuclear emulsions were
presented. In the present work we shall discuss the single nucléon 1N)-
capture mode, obtained from a complete analysis of about 1100 K--
absorptions at rest in emulsions.

From the detailed analysis of all events observed it wiU be shown that
63% Az 5% of all if--absorptions lead to a lA^-capture. This number
does not depend, however, on the complete analysis, and could be
obtained (assuming charge independence) from the total number of directly
observed pions and from the pion absorption probability, since a 1N-
absorption - by definition - has a pion in its final state : if" 4- N ->
Y + n. Thus the results given in the present paper will be based upon
the study of about 700 lAf-if"-captures.

*) Also from the Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovoth.
**) On leave of absence from the Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Boris Kidrich,

Belgrade.
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A detailed and complete discussion of the raw observed values of all
1100 stars is given in V.

The pion events, jr-energy spectra, and the n+\n~ ratio are discussed
in section 2 of the present work. In section 3 the emission values of the
lA-27-hyperon events (namely, 27-hyperons arising from a 1N-K~-
capture) are briefly summarized. The detailed derivation of the 27-emission
values from the raw observed values, and the separation into IN- and
2A-27-events is given in V.

In section 4 the pion and 27-hyperon absorption probabilities are
discussed, and in section 5 the single nucléon reaction rates are presented
and compared with the reaction rates obtained in other experiments.

The results of a search for electrons associated with IA- and 2N-K~-
absorptions are given in section 6, and in section 7 the final conclusions
of the present work are summarized.

2. The Tt- Events
We have actually observed 373 7r-mesons and estimated that about

37 pions were lost in the extreme 10% of the emulsions (see V). Thus, the
total number of charged pions emitted in all if"-captures in the present
experiment becomes 410, and the ratio: (charged jr's emitted)/(all if~-
stars) is 37.2% Az 1.9%, in good agreement with the corresponding value
recently published by the if"-CollaborationJ).

The energy spectrum of all the pions observed is given in Figure 1,

and that of the positive and negative pions in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

The dimensions of our stack were such that pions above 100 MeV
could seldom be stopped and identified. It should not be expected to find
positive pions above 95 MeV, since the only production mechanism for
n+ is the (n+ 27")-reaction the Q value of which is 95 MeV. One may
expect, however, negative pions above 95 MeV, from the (n~ A0)-reaction
(Q value of x 170 MeV). The few pions with energies > 90 MeV which
we were able to identify (3 events) were negative. No positive pion
having an energy above 90 MeV was identified. The corrected number
of pions with energies exceeding 95 MeV is 41. 9 of these had kinetic
energy certainly (outside one standard deviation) above 120 MeV. This
seems to indicate that the 27"-capture in negative energy states2) and
a simultaneous emission of fast n+ (> 95 MeV) from the (n+ 27")-reaction
does not play an important role in the if"-absorptions at rest in nuclear
emulsions, and that most of the fast pions are due to the (n~ A°)-reaction.

The total (n~ /t°)-production rate, however, is expected to exceed the
number of 41 events considerably because of the large inelastic scattering
cross section of pions in the corresponding energy interval3) and also
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because x 1/3 of the pions from this reaction are produced with energies

< 95 MeV.
The unidentified pions (156 of 410) were divided, at each energy interval,

according to the proportions of identified pions in the same energy

Number of t's
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Fig. 1

Energy spectrum of the 373 observed pions
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Fig. 2

Energy spectrum of the 54 identified ?t+ mesons

interval. Pions having kinetic energy above 95 MeV, were assumed to be

all negative and originate from the (n~ /l0)-reaction.
The final pion emission values which we have obtained are :

positive pions: 80

negative pions : 330 '

n+jn- ratio 0.24 ± 0.03
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These numbers will be used in section 6, in the derivation of the single
nucléon reaction rates. The n+/n~ ratio obtained in this experiment does

not agree with the bubble chambers results4) extrapolated for if"-absorptions

at rest in nuclear emulsions (using an njp ratio of 1.27). The reason
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Fig. 3

Energy spectrum of the 200 identified n mesons

for this decrepancy, as was stated before (see III), is the if"-nucléon
relative momentum dependence of the lA-matrix elements (due to the
nucléon momentum spread in complex nuclei). The 7t+/jr~-ratio observed
in bubble chambers*) and emulsions is summarized in Table 1 below.

(All numbers extrapolated to emulsions using njp ratio of 1.27). The

energy dependence of this ratio is quite clear.

Table 1

n+jn~ ratio in /^"-absorptions

Experiment Relative /f~-Nucleon
momentum, MeV/c

JT+/7Z" ratio

//-bubble chamber K~ at rest
-D-bubble chamber (a) K~ at rest
Present experiment K~ at rest, emulsions
.//-bubble chamber, K~ at flight
Emulsions (b) K~ at flight

0

70
120
420
380

0.83
0.41
0.24 ± 0.03
0.23
0.10 ± 0.04

(a) The derived proton and neutron absorption rates were used. See section 5.

(b) Based upon the combined results of III and ref. 5.
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3. The 27-Hyperon Events
The observed values as well as the derivation of the emission values

and the separation into IA and 2A-events were already given in detail
in V. We shall summarize here only the main steps used in the analysis :

(a) Each definitely identified 27~ at rest (namely, each baryon coming
to rest and producing a two or more prong star, or a star with only one

prong longer than 200 (j) was assumed to be equivalent to 2.6 27"-

hyperons emitted. This 27~-prong correction factor was obtained by
using world statistics of if"-absorption on free protons in nuclear plates.

(b) The slow (below 50 MeV) unidentified 27*-hyperons (6 events) were
divided by arguments concerning the 27-life time and the energy spectrum.

(c) A small tail (5 events) of 2A-27's was assumed to be among the slow
lA-27's.

Using these corrections (see V) the following 1/V-emission values were
obtained :

Table 2

Corrected IV-27-hyperon emission values

Type of event Numbers emitted

(27- + JI+)
(27" + 0ji)

39
46

All 27" 85

(27+ + JT-)

(27+ +Ott)
54
10

All 27+ 64

All 17V-27-hyperons 149

4. The Pion and 27-Hyperon Emission Probabilities
The pion and 27-hyperon experimental emission probabilities which

have been used before (see III and IV), namely:

g(Z) _ N (g~j g
Af (27+

N (n+, 27~
(1)

EZ- - N(7iA

could be somewhat biased since the production directions- of the pion and
hyperon are correlated (see Figures 4 and 5 below), and peaked at large
angles. Thus, an observed 27+-hyperon (or 7r+-meson) could be preferentially

due to an emission direction away from the center of the nucleus,
and its n~ (or 27") partner would be travelling in the direction of a large
nucléon density which would result in a stronger absorption. One has to

16 H.P.A. 33, 3 (I960)
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correct, therefore, for the above correlation. The correction will depend
somewhat on the model assumed for the if"-capture, but since it is

small anyhow, the corrected emission probabilities will not be very
sensitive to the model assumed.

I 1 17 events with stable prongs.

I I 46 „clean" events.

n

ti rr
0 20° 40' 60' 80' 100° 120° 140° 160° 180° °**X

Fig. 4

Distribution of angles between n- and 27-emission directions in (n, 27) events

10

6

46 events

2

20° 40' 60' 180°' 100° 120° 140° 160°

Fig. 5

Distribution of angles between n- and S-emission directions in (n, 27) events,
calculated from a nucléon momentum distribution

~ p2 e-fl"' (a 170 MeV/c), assuming the l/t>rei_-law.

Since one needs here the use of a distinct model we shall take for these

considerations the peripheral model, but we must emphasize that this
does not mean that we commit ourselves with this assumption. It only
means that a peripheral model would be in good agreement with the
results or e. g. angular distribution in (n, 27)-events, the distribution of

(Tn + Tj.) (Figure 6) the large percentage of clean (n, 27)-events and the
small values of A„.
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We shall thus assume a peripheral absorption in the calculation of the

n- and 27-emission probability. As was stated before, the results will not
be sensitive to this assumption.

event with stable prongs.

H TR
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 90 100 V Tr C MeV)

Fig. 6

Distribution of (T^+T^) obtained from 64 (n, 27)-events

In general, for any capture model, the relation between the experimentally
observed emission probability E* of particle a and the correct

emission of particle b (Eb) is given by :

E* (2)

This is identical to relation (1) above. Here Ea b is the probability for
simultaneous emission of particles a,b. The relation between Eab andE,
and Eb is more complicated and will depend upon the model assumed.
This is given in detail in the appendix. We are thus able to calculate
from our experimental values the corrected n~- and 27"-emission
probabilities. But we can also determine directly Err (see appendix) from

Table 3

Emission probabilities

Particle Corrected emission
probabilities

n+ in associated (it, 27) production
ji~ in associated (n~, A0) production
lV-27+-hyperon

£<£> 0.91 + 0.05

E^J 0.8 ± 0.1

EE+ 0.52 + 0.06
EE- 0.43 + 0.05

Ex-jz* 0.44
En*,E- 0.36

simultaneous 27+ and n~ emission
simultaneous 27" and Ji+ emission
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a detailed study of the fast protons (above 30 MeV) associated with the
TT-events. The final emission values, given in Table 2 below, were obtained
by requiring best agreement with our observational values. We had no
way of determining directly from our experiment E\AA (the emission
probability of the n~ associated with a direct n~ /^-production). It is
expected to be smaller than E^\ since the pion interaction cross-section
rises in this energy range. By using ^"-interaction data and figure 7

(appendix) we get: E{A) 0.8 +_ 0.1. This value, together with the other
emission probabilities in Table 3 will be used in the next section for
determining all the lAT-reaction rates.

5. The Single
Nucléon Reaction Rates

The following are the seven possible reactions resulting from if
"-absorptions on single nucléons:

Reaction Reaction rate

(1) K- + p^n+ + Z- c2 + 2/3 + 2 1/273 r cos (p

(2) ->n- + Z+ r2+2/3-2 \/2J3r cosy
(3) ->ji° + 27° 2/3
(4) ->n0 + A° 2r\
(5) K- + n^n° + Z~ 2r2
(6) ->ji" + 27° 2r2
(7) ->n- + A° Ar\
The reaction rates were obtained for a self-conjugate nucleus (number of
neutrons equals number of protons) by assuming charge independence
(see III for details). For comparison with actual emulsion experiments,
the neutron reactions should be multiplied by 1.27 (the average njp ratio
in emulsions, assuming a modified Fermi-Teller Z capture law8), which
yields 30% captures in CNO and 70% in AgBr). The matrix elements
(see III) are :

<r 1 \HS\ T=l) <r i \HA\ r i>
<T 0 \HS\ t= o><r o \Hz\ r o> ' 1 A>

From the pion and 27-hyperon emission values (sections 2 and 3 respectively)

and by using the emission probabilities given in section 4, we
can derive all the single nucléon production values, assuming charge
independence. The method has been discussed before in detail in IV. We
shall, therefore, mention it very briefly here. Let N )em be the emission
values of the particles in the brackets, and let N )prod be the production
values of the bracketed particles. Then, from the result of section 4 we
get:

N fji+1
2V(^27-)prod=-g^s (1)
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N (n-Z+)pmd-.

N (na 27"

Interactions of /v"-Mesons

JV2(rc-27+)em

EnS+

2-1 ;>

(2)

W= -^{N (On, 27")em - \ES - E£^A N (*+ 27")prod} (5)

N (w~ 27°)prod N (n° 27~)prod, by charge independence (6)

N (*- ^°)prod -Tr{N («-).,- £«? [A (7r-27+)prod4- A (7r"27°)prod]} (7)
En-

and again by charge independence :

N (n" 27°)prod | [N (7T+ 27")prod + A (n~ 27+)prod -^ A (n° 27")prod]

(3)

(4)A(7r°/l°)prod=-lrA(7r-/lprod 2.54 /prod"

The final reaction rates obtained in this experiment are summarized
in Table 4 below. They are in fair agreement with the results of the
if_-Collaboration1). The errors quoted are statistical as well as syste-

Table 4

Production values
Reaction

Numbers Percentages

(1) n+2- 88 ±12 12.6 ± 1.7

(2) JI-27+ 123 ± 26 17.7 ± 3.6
(3) n° 27° 68 ±17 9.7 ± 2.4
(4) n° A° 65 ±22 9.3 ±3.1
(5) n° 27" 95 ±30 13.6 ±4.3
(6) n- 27° 95 ±30 13,6 ±4.3
(7) n- A° 164 ± 56 23.5 ±8.0
All 698 ± 52 100%

matic, coming mostly from uncertainties in the emission probabilities
and the 27"-correction factor (section 3).

The relative number of single nucléon captures in ^--absorptions at
rest in nuclear emulsions is then: (698 ± 52)/1104 63% ± 4.5%. This
number is in agreement with the recently published number (~ 30%
2A-capture) by the if"-Collaboration (Kiev reports, 1959). We wish to
emphasize that this number is not sensitive to the ratio of heavy to light
nuclei capture assumed. The error in the total number of lA-captures
is essentially determined by the statistical error in the number of
observed pions (~ 400 events) and by the systematic error in the pion
absorption probabilities. But since the pion absorption probability is any-
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how small, the total number of lA-captures is not very sensitive to it.
Also, one should note that the errors of the individual reaction rates are
correlated (see method of derivation of the reaction rates outlined
above).

Recently4), the absorption of K~ at rest in deuterium and the K~-p
interaction at flight has been studied by the Berkeley Bubble Chamber
Groups. All the published single nucléon reaction rates for the various
experiments are given in Table 5. The single nucléon reaction rates in
deuterium were derived*) from the data published by the Z)-Bubble
Chamber-Group4) by assuming charge independence and by taking into
account only 27 -> /1-transition. The 27-charge exchange probability is probably

small*) and was neglected. By studying Table 5 it becomes clear,
as was pointed out in III, that the K~-nucleon interaction depends rather
strongly upon the relative K~-N-momentum. In particular, the large
change in COS9? (the phase angle between the T 1 and T 0 matrix
elements) between Prel 0 and Prel 70 MeV/c is apparent. Later on,
95 does not seem to depend anymore upon the energy. On the other hand,
with the increase of Prel, the T — 1 state, both for the 27 and /[-reactions,

seems to become more and more dominant. Thus also neutron
captures seem to become more important at high Prel values than at
lower ones. The increase in direct /1-production is opposite to what one
would expect from simple phase-space arguments. The normalizing
momentum phase-space factor (P™/PAM)2 varies only from ~0.5 to ~0.6
in the energy range considered here. Thus the 27- and /l-reactions seem
to depend differently upon Prel.

6. The Relative Yield of 1/V and 2N Reactions in K" Captures in Heavy
and Light Nuclei

A systematic search was conducted for electrons associated with if~-
absorptions giving rise to jr-mesons and slow 27-hyperons and to fast
(over 50 MeV) 27-hyperons and fast (over 60 MeV) protons. The first
class of events represents certain lA-absorptions and the second class

certain 2A-absorptions. The results of this search are summarized in
Table 6.

A certain electron had to have over 4 grains (15 keV). Questionable
electrons are followed by a questionmark. The final yield was obtained by
taking into account half the questionable electrons and by correcting for
random background electrons the yield of which was determined from
proton endings.

From Table 6 it becomes clear that the yield of electrons is significantly
larger in certain 2A7-absorptions than in certain lA-absorptions. Also,

*) Y. Eisenberg and D. Kessler, private communication.



Table 5

Comparison of the single nucléon reaction rates for a self-conjugate nucleus
(number of protons equals to the number of neutrons)

Observed Rates in Percentages

Reaction //-bubble chamber -D-bubble chamber Present exp. Bern results (III) //-bubble chamber
K~ at rest K~ at rest K~ at rest, emuls. K- at flight K- at flight
7rei 0 Prei fi* 70 MeV/c Prel fej 120 MeV/c Prel «a 380 MeV/c Prel sa 420 MeV/c

K-p^n+ 27" 32.6 20.8 14.1 9.6 14.2

ti" 27+ 15.2 28.7 19.8 14.2 15.8
n° 27° 19.6 21.0 10.9 4.7 9.1
71° A° 5.1 4.9 10.3 14.3 12.4

K-n^n° 27" 8.7 7.4 12.1 14.3 11.8
ji-27° 8.7 7.4 12.1 14.3 11.8

ti- A° 10.1 9.8 20.7 28.6 24.9

Numbers large.
of events errors are ~ 2 % 1650 1100 415 120

studied

r2 0.15 0.12 0.37 1 0.43

rA 0.086 0.08 0.32 1 0.45

COS(f 0.47 -0.22 -0.18 -0.2 -0.054
(f 62° 103° 100° 102° 93°

Direct 27 prod. 84.8% 85.3% 69% 57% 62.7%
Direct A prod. 15.2% 14.7% 31% 43% 37.3%
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Table 6

Electrons associated with K"-capture stars

Observed Number of 14-11 +

Type
No.
of I II III IV V + J (III+ IV) Yield

of event events Blob+
e

E Blob+
«(?)

8(?) Blob ob¬

served corrected

in %

(ti, S) 65 2 3 2 3 7 7.5 6 9.4% ± 3.8%
Certain IV 411 33 32 19 21 56 85 75 18.2% ±2.1%
Certain ZN 151 14 24 8 10 16 47 43.4 28.7% ± 4.4%

when both n and 27 are emitted ((ti, 27)-events) the yield seems to be

particularly low. Since one expects to find more electrons (both Auger
electrons and any others too) associated with if"-captures in the heavy
emulsion nuclei than with captures in the light nuclei, the above
observation indicates quite strongly that captures in AgBr lead more often
to a multi-nucleon reaction than A!"-capture in CNO. For a more quantitative

statement one needs to know the proportion of if"-captures in CNO
and AgBr, and also the yield of electrons upon capture in the various
elements. This, unfortunately, is not very well known. If one makes the
extreme assumption (which is perhaps not so bad) that if"-capture in
CNO does not yield any electron emission, we have carried out the
analysis for the two possible capture mechanisms : heavy/light absorption
ratio is 7/3 (Fermi-Teller Z-law6)), and heavy/light 1:1. The results
of this analysis are given in Table 7. It seems, for both assumptions, that

Table 7

liV and 2.V absorption yield in light and heavy nuclei

Assumed K -capture ratio,
heavy/light 7:3 1:1

Then: of all IV reactions
of all 2.V reactions

Or : in heavy elements
in light elements

58%
91%
48%
11%

41%
65%
48%
26%

in heavy elem.
in heavy elem.
22V reactions
2.V reactions

the 2A-capture occurs mostly in the heavy emulsion nuclei. It should be

emphasized that the above yield of the 2A-reaction in AgBr is only a

lower limit. If the yield of electrons from the light elements is different
from zero, using our experimental values, we obtain that more of the
2A-reactions take place in the heavier elements and less in the light
elements. The recent data4) of the Deuterium bubble chamber group also
indicate that the 2A-reaction yield in ^--captures in D is very small.
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7. Conclusions
We would like to summarize now, briefly, the main conclusions reached

in the present works.
(1) The single nucléon ijf--captures form 63% ± 5% of all if"-absorptions

at rest in nuclear emulsions. The multi-nucleon /^--capture mode
forms then 37% ± 5% of all ^--absorptions. No evidence of a substantial

2A-capture mode was found in the interactions of fast if"-mesons
in nuclear emulsions (III, 14).

(2) The single nucléon if--capture matrix elements are energy
dependent (see Table 5 section 6). In particular, if the relative C. M.

if"-nucléon momentum increases, we get that :

(i) The direct /l°-production increases (see section 6 and 3).
(ii) The T 1 state if"-captures become relatively more and more im¬

portant, and therefore the neutron to proton if"-absorption ratio
increases,

(iii) As soon as Prel is different from zero, the phase angle between the
T 1 and T 0 matrix elements changes rapidly. At higher Prel
values, it does not seem to change any more. It might be due to the
fact that for Prel 0, only pure S - wave captures take place10).

(3) An examination of slow electrons associated with certain lA-if~-

captures and certain 2A-if--captures indicates quite strongly that the
2A-processes occur mostly in the heavy elements of the nuclear emulsion.
It seems also (but statistically less significant) that events with associated
n + 27-emission occur mostly in the light emulsion elements.

(4) Generally speaking, our single nucléon if--captures data seem to
be in agreement with the assumption of peripheral absorptions, but do
not exclude the possibility of other capture models. Peripheral absorption
is expected from a detailed calculation of a ^--cascade in emulsion
atoms77) (taking into account the nuclear matter distribution), and is
in agreement with our observations of a very small pion absorption
probability, a large correlation both in energy and angle between the pion
and 27-hyperon in the associated (n, 27) events.

(5) Within the framework of our model the 7r-absorption probability
agrees with the pion interaction data (8. 9). The 27-hyperon absorption
probability is much larger, which indicates a very small 27-interaction
(27 -> A) mean free path in nuclear matter. This statement becomes even
stronger if one considers points (3) and (4) above.

(6) The 27 and 7r-charge exchange scattering is small. Only one probable
event of a 27 (or n) charge exchange scattering inside the nucleus in
which the particles were produced, was found. (This is the only published
event of that type.)
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APPENDIX

A. Combined Emission Probabilities
When two particles a and b are produced inside the nucleus an approximate

emission probability E*a for particle a is given by the number of
events, where a and b were emitted A (a, b)em and the number of events
where a was absorbed and only b was emitted Ar (0 a, b)em.

p* _ N(a: b)em Ea,b
" N(a,b)em+N(0a,b)em Eb

K '

We shall calculate now the correction which has to be applied to £* in
order to get the true emission probability Ea, defined by:

r- ^Memitted ir)\ha=-=JT-, (2)
lV W produced

E*a is different from Ea when the emission directions of a and b are
correlated. The relation between E*a and Ea will depend upon the angular
correlation between a and b, and upon the production position in the
nucleus. The calculation will be carried out for particles emitted in
opposite directions under two assumptions : (a) homogeneous production
throughout the entire nuclear volume, and (b) surface production.

Each emission probability can be written as a product of two factors,
e and T. e is the emission probability for a nucleus having no potential
barrier (depending only on the mean free path A in nuclear matter, and
T is the probability for the surface transmission (see also ref. 11).

For the homogeneous production we have :

Volume
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or, after integration:

<r- -
A-a~A-b

- {^tV [i - (i+ 4) «-.] -t- [i - a+^) ^.]j (3)

where zla 2Rßa, Ab 2RjXb and P is the nuclear radius. Note that
for the limiting case Ab -> 0, we get Capp's11) formula:

^hOm=^["2"^2+0 f^^-l]- W

ehom as a function of A is plotted in Figure 7. eai, can be written, by
using (4), as a function of ea and eb. Since we have:

E=e-T, and E a<b Ta • T„ ¦ ea>b (5)

the true Ea can now be calculated from the experimental £* (see (1)
above) if Eb, Ta and Tb are known. If only E*a and PJ are known then
by successive iterations (knowing Ta and Tb) Ea and Eb can be calculated.

For the surface model we have :

esur 1/2+112 A (1- e~A). (6)

esun as a function of A is also plotted in Figure 7. In this case one gets
immediately :

<i «r + 4ur- -1- (7)

and by (1) we obtain:

1 - e„ (1 - eA. (8)

Note that due to the linearity of (7), these relations are also valid for
any mixture of nuclei, namely we always have :

~c- cr'+êr-i- (7')

The emission probabilities for particles produced at different distances

r aR from the center of the nucleus have been calculated for a =0.6;
0.8; 0.9 and 1 surface model) as functions of A and are plotted in
Figure 7. In the case a rjR 0. 8 the emission probabilities are at least
for small A the same as in the case of the homogeneous model.

In the present experiment, due to the relatively high energy of the
pions produced, we have assumed. Tn+ Tv- 1. For the
27-hyperons, using Capp's internal production spectrum11), a 27-nuclear

potential of — 10 MeV, and a Coulomb potential of ± 9 MeV for the
heavy emulsion nuclei and ± 3 MeV for the light emulsion nuclei, we
get (classically) :

T^+ Tz, 0.86, Tz- 0.68. (9)
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From (1), (7), (8) and (9) one can, in principle, calculate the individual
n and 27-emission probability as well as the combined emission
probability EnS.

e

Oß

Oß

OJ

Oß

e om (homogeneous model)

W\

v\l\ J

\\\
- -1 v\

1 \ _ 1 1
]

0,5

0,4

0,3

0,2

OJ

--4 -
1 \
i \\ | 1

1 \ i

--- a-00\ ^ i

\^L a-QS\ -3~~ —

a-cTc) ~

2 3 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 A-f-
Fig. 7

Emission probabilities in dependence of A 2Rß for particles produced at
different distances r aR from the center of the nucleus

B. The 7t and 27 emission probabilities
The 27~-emission probability is obtained directly from our experimental

values (see section 2) :

p* N (jt+, 27"),

N(n+, ZAem + N(n+, 027)

39

80
0.49 ± 0.14 (1)

Similarly, the emission probability of 7r~-mesons associated with 27-pro-
duction is: ££>* 54/64 0.85 ± 0.1. With the help of part A above,
one gets for the corrected emission probabilities:

0.50, P|? 0.89. (2)

From this value of E£-, using the results of A above and the neutron/
proton ratio in emulsions, one can calculate EL+ and Er. We thus get :

0.61 ± 0.17. (3)

However, Ez+ could also be determined from the analysis of fast protons
associated with (n~, 0 27) events. This will be demonstrated now.

By comparing the fast (> 30 MeV) proton yield in (n+, 0 27) and
(n~, 0 27) events (see Table 1 of V), it becomes clear that the 27~-absorp-
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tions are seldom associated with the emission of fast protons, in contrast
to 27+ and 27°-absorptions. This is expected, since only neutral particles
are produced in 27"-captures. The total number of fast (> 30 MeV)
protons observed in our entire (corrected) sample of (n~, 0 27) events was
79. From this number one has to substract the contribution of fast
(> 30 MeV) protons from: (1) inelastic scattering of nr (or A°) produced
in the (n~ /l°)-reaction, (2) decays of cryptofragments (inseperable hyper-
fragments). The fast (> 30 MeV) proton yield in the inelastic scattering
of 7V~ (having similar energy as the n~'s from the (n~ A°) -reaction) is
small-about 10%12). Thus we may use our a-posteriori knowlege of the
(n~ A°)-production value (x 160 events) for estimating the contribution
to fast protons from (1) above. This contribution will not depend strongly
upon the exact Pf"-capture model, since the inelastic scattering cross
section (in our energy range) is about geometric3), and since in the
surface model, whenever the pion escapes without going through nuclear
matter, the A° will go through the nucleus and could also produce fast
knock-on protons. Thus, process (1) will give about 16 fast (> 30 MeV)
protons associated with (n~, 0 27) events. Process (2) above
(cryptofragment decays) contributes very little to the fast proton formation,
and can be roughly estimated by the following arguments: The direct
and indirect (27 ± A -> A° + A) energy spectra are very similar (see

III). Thus, the cryptofragment formation yield per A° traversing the
nucleus is expected to be the same in both cases. Since the 27-absorption
probabilities are about 0.5, and since also about 50% of the ^l's (in the
surface model) go through the nucleus, the cryptofragment yield per
observed pion is roughly constant. Thus we may use our (n+, 0 27) events
for getting the number of fast (> 30 MeV) protons arising from process
(2). Since the (n+, 0 27) events are very seldom associated with fast
protons, we estimate that process (2) would yield about 5 fast (> 30 MeV)
protons in our entire 276 (n~, 027) events. The rest—namely 79—16—8
55 events—originate then from 27+ and 27^-absorption. The total number
of 27+- and 27^-absorptions was determined by extrapolating the energy
spectrum of the fast (> 30 MeV) protons in the (nr, 027) events to zero

energy. We thus get 88 Az 18 27+ and 27^-absorptions. Assuming that the
fast proton yield in 27°-captures is 1/2 that of 27+-captures, we get:

88 (E^-E^zA, A(^-27+)prod+ 1/2 (£„_ - iv, £.) N(n-Z\md (4)

Since the production values depend upon Ez+ and the experimentally
observed values, equation (4) can be solved for Ez+, namely: EE±
0.52 Az 0.06. With the resulting e£+ the experimental value E{£)* was then
corrected and found to be 0.91 Az 0.5. The error assumed is somewhat
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smaller than our statistical error, since the same value of P'-?* was
obtained by the A^-Collaboration1), too.

The final emission values used in the present experiment (see section 4)

were obtained by a least square fit applied to (l)-(4) above.
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